http://www.northstarelearning.com, 905-230-4933
Dear Parents,
Greeting from StarCatcher team.
You are one step away to set the great educational opportunity for your beloved child. Please go to
http://www.northstarelearning.com/signup and start at "My Training"  "SAT Self Training Kit"
to increase your child’s SAT score by 150-300 and make your child's dream come true.
We are a team dedicated to identify new and fun ways to help the students prepare for the SAT more
easily and effectively. Over time, we have often received students' enquiries regarding how to prepare for
the SAT. A significant number of questions are along the lines of "I barely have time to study for the
SAT because of schoolwork. How could I raise my SAT score by 200 points?", "I practiced a lot,
but my SAT score did not go up.", "I took the SAT prep class, why my score did not increase?"
It is common if your child has any questions that are similar to the above. We are here to help you child
to get this done in shortest time with lowest cost at your side.
Our fully personalized, high efficient, and enjoyable SAT Training Programs, which your child can not
get from SAT prep class or a traditional SAT tutor, help your child to solve all those and the related
questions neatly.
Our SAT training programs may include the following four components depending on the option you
select:
•

•

•

•

SAT I online video courses: The 28 units covers all concept/skills/knowledge tested on the SAT
and enable your child to review the SAT content by watching the movie not by reading the books,
and your child could take the video courses on his or her pace, schedule, and location over and
over again!
SAT vocabulary learning: With the unique online fun practices and built-in intelligent tool, your
child now could identify and isolate his or her problematic SAT words and to study these
problematic words exclusively, efficiently, and recursively.
Online tool - SAT I: Identify weakness: It is an intelligent tool and acts as a personal SAT
trainer or tutor to analyze the your child's practice results, identify his or her weaknesses, and
suggest what your child should study next without paying the expensive tutoring fees.
SAT live tutoring and essay grading: A live SAT tutor (scored 99% on their SAT tests)
addresses your child's specific weaknesses and ensures your child's on-track progress
exclusively with the help of whiteboard and messenger without wasting your money on other
tasks.

Your child may take one or more above components at the same time to prepare the SAT effectively in
enjoyable way anywhere anytime. Our unique approach ensures your child to get the feedback or
instructions immediately and accurately. Moreover, you could save $60 for your child to get all the first
three components as "SAT Self Training Kit" for only $339 that is equivalent to three hours of private
tutoring!
If you have any questions or comments, please contact us by email at info@northstarelearning.com or
phone at 905-230-4933. We are looking forward to helping your child success.
Sincerely,
StarCatcher team

